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Minding Animals Bulletin 40 
 

 

 
 
 

Reminder: the Call for Abstracts 
closes strictly on 15 July 

Please don’t miss out! 
 

And don’t forget that Earlybird Registrations 
are Now Open 

 

Register and Lodge your Abstract at: 
http://mac4.tueventoenweb.com/ 

 

To be able to take advantage of the Minding Animals Member Discount and register for a cheaper 
rate, you MUST initially become a Member of Minding Animals.  Membership of Minding 
Animals International Inc. for the period up to 31 December, 2017, is open to all individuals at the 
flat rate of $20 USD.  Savings of up to $50 USD can be made.  Please follow this link to join: 

http://www.mindinganimals.com/members-donors/ 
 
 
 
The names Minding Animals, Minding Animals International, MA, MAI, the organisational logos and all content on the Minding Animals 
Websites and Bulletin is © 2017 Minding Animals International Incorporated. 

http://mac4.tueventoenweb.com/
http://www.mindinganimals.com/members-donors/
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Additional MAC4 Speakers 
 

Dinner Speaker 
Jo-Anne McArthur 

 

 
 

Jo-Anne McArthur is an award winning photographer, author, and educator based in Toronto, 
Canada.  Through her long term body of work, We Animals, she has been documenting our 
complex relationship with animals around the globe for fifteen years.  Her first book was We 
Animals, and her forthcoming book, Captive, will be published in summer 2017.  Jo-Anne was the 
subject of the critically acclaimed 2013 documentary The Ghosts in Our Machine, which followed Jo-
Anne as she documented the plight of abused and exploited animals and advocated for their rights 
as sentient beings.  The Unbound Project, is a photographic project that celebrates female leaders at 
the forefront of animal advocacy, both contemporary and historical.  She speaks on photography, 
animals, social change and empathy through her We Animals Humane Education Program. 
 

Invited Speakers 
 

Anat Pick 
 

 
 

Anat Pick is Senior Lecturer in Film Studies at Queen Mary, University of London, in the UK.  She 
is author of Creaturely Poetics: Animality and Vulnerability in Literature and Film (Columbia UP, 
2011), and Maureen (Hen Press, 2016).  Anat is coeditor of Screening Nature: Cinema Beyond the 
Human (Berghahn, 2013).  She is working on a new book project called Vegan Cinema: Looking, 
Eating, Letting Be.  Anat will be an Invited Lecture and co-convene the CAS Seminar with Jess Ison. 
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Clive Phillips 
 

 
 

Clive Phillips studied agriculture are the University of Reading.  He then obtained a PhD in dairy 
cow nutrition and behaviour from the University of Glasgow.  He lectured in and researched 
livestock production and welfare at the Universities of Cambridge and Wales.  In 2003, he joined 
the University of Queensland as the inaugural Chair in Animal Welfare, where he established the 
Centre for Animal Welfare and Ethics.  Since that time he has been largely involved in animal 
welfare and ethics research, policy development in animal welfare and teaching students in a 
number of disciplines about animal welfare. He edits the journal Animals, and a series of books on 
animal welfare for Springer. He has published widely on animal welfare in the livestock 
industries, including animal transport.  Recent books include The Animal Trade and Principles of 
Cattle Production. He chairs the Queensland Government's Animal Welfare Advisory Board. 
 

Jessica Ullrich 
 

 
 

Jessica Ullrich studied art history, fine arts and German literature in Frankfurt as well as Arts 
Administration in Berlin.  She holds a PhD in art history, has been Faculty of Fine Arts assistant 
professor at University of Arts in Berlin, head of the education department at Kunstpalais in 
Erlangen, and currently a HAS lecturer at the Friedrich-Alexander University Nuremberg-
Erlangen.  She works as a curator and published exhibition catalogues and collection of essays 
mainly on modern and contemporary art and has research interests in human animal relationships 
in art and an animal aesthetics.  She is editor of Tierstudien, FITT (Forschungsinitiative Tiertheorie), 
is a member of Cultual and Literal Animal Studies, Bündnis Mensch Tier, Forum Animals and 
History, Stiftung der Mensch-Tier-Beziehungen and IFCEAS (Interfakultäres Forum für Cultural 
Enviromental und Animal Studies).  She is founding member of several animal studies research 
groups and convenor of Minding Animals Germany.  At MAC4, she will be an Invited Lecture. 
 
 

Please note that, due to major disruptions to his photo shoot schedule in Africa next January, 
Nick Brandt has had to withdraw from being a speaker and, and due to personal circumstances, 
Bruno Latour has also had to withdraw. 
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MAC4 Complaints Mechanism 
 

Do you have a complaint regarding the Registration, Accommodation Reservation, or Abstracts 
lodgement process?  Or do you have any suggestions on how we can improve our processes? 
 
We strongly urge you to contact the Minding Animals Disputes Resolution officer care of: 
mindinganimals@gmail.com (with the title Complaint in the subject title). 
 
We will endeavour to rectify your concerns within 24 hours. 
 

MAC4 Abstracts/Scientific Committee 
 

Rod Bennison 
 

 
 

Rod Bennison has been involved in animal protection issues since the late 1970s, from the 
sidelines to being deeply immersed in animal protection activism.  His work experience has taken 
him from government department, to party politics, to environmental activism.  He was a 
sessional academic for 13 years and now manages a dedicated team of environmental scientists in 
an engineering and environmental consulting firm based in the Hunter Valley on Australia’s 
eastern seaboard.  Rod helps steer Minding Animals International that he founded in 2010 after 
convening the first Minding Animals conference with his friend Jill Bough held in Newcastle. 

 

Monica Cragolini 
 

 
 

Mónica Cragnolini is Professor of Metafísica, Filosofía de la animalidad and Problemas especiales 
de Metafísica, and is director of the Maestría en Estudios Interdisciplinarios de la Subjetividad at 
the Universidad de Buenos Aires.  Monica is Lead Researcher in the Consejo Nacional de 
Investigaciones Científicas y Técnicas (CONICET) and is the author and co-author of many 
philosophy texts and journal articles. 
 

mailto:mindinganimals@gmail.com
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Marc Bekoff 
 

 
 

Marc Bekoff is Professor Emeritus of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at University of Colorado, 
Boulder, and a former Guggenheim Fellow.  In 2000 he was awarded the Exemplar Award from 
the Animal Behavior Society for major long-term contributions to the field of animal behaviour, 
and in 2009 was presented with the Saint Francis of Assisi Award by the Auckland (New Zealand) 
SPCA. Marc has published more than 800 scientific and popular essays and over 25 books.  Marc is 
a MAI Director.  The name for Minding Animals comes from a book by Marc of the same name. 
 

Fabiola Leyton 
 

 
 

Fabiola Leyton holds a PhD in Ethics from the University of Barcelona.  She is Associate professor 
at the Law Faculty and postdoctoral research fellowship at the Bioethics and Law Observatory of 
the University of Barcelona.  She is Editor of the Revista de Bioética y Derecho (Bioethics and Law 
Journal).  Her main research areas are in bioethics and animal ethics. 
 

Iván Darío Ávila Gaitán 
 

 
 

Iván Darío Ávila Gaitán is a political scientist at the National University of Colombia.  He has a 
Master's in Cultural Studies, PhD from Universidad de los Andes.  He has worked as a university 
professor at National University of Colombia and Uniminuto, and as a researcher and columnist.  
He has published 3 books and authored various academic articles in magazines and journals.  He 
is a member the Biopolitical Network and Latin American Institute of Critical Animal Studies. 
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Éric Baratay 
 

 
 

Éric Baratay is a professor of contemporary history at the University of Lyon and member of the 
Institut Universitaire de France, and is a specialist in the history of animals.  After studying 
representations and human practices, he was interested in the condition of the animals and their 
presence in society.  He now works on the experiences and behaviour of animals in order to build 
a real animal story.  He has written hundreds of articles and eleven books including Le Point de vue 
animal, une autre versions de l'histoire (Seuil, 2012), Bêtes des tranchées, des vécus oubliés (CNRS 
editions, 2013), and Biographies animales, des vies retrouvées (Seuil, 2017). 
 

Claudia Leitner 
 

 
 

Claudia Leitner teaches literature and cultural studies at the Department for Romance Studies, 
University of Vienna and is on the board of the Austrian Society for Latin American Studies.  In 
her courses and research, she elaborates on a poetics based on shared embodiedness, traversing 
the familiar inventories of human exceptionalism, opening up to more beastly configurations of 
biosociality and biopolitics.  A regular reviewer for the Swiss-German journal TierEthik, she has 
also published literature on the GAP, and on Hispanic canines and caninophiles. 
 

Ana María Aboglio 
 

 
 

Ana María Aboglio is a lawyer specialising in Philosophy of Law and Ethics for animal rights.  She 
has completed postgraduate studies in law of damages and legislative interpretation, and has 
published numerous articles on the animal issue in graphic and online journalistic media.  She 
elaborates a profound task of interdisciplinary synthesis on this subject, within a holistic approach 
of the theory of the animal rights in social and ecological praxis, in order to extract the animal 
question from the limited vision with which it usually faces.  She established the Center for 
Ecological and Environmental Studies in Argentina and has held courses and seminars on 
macrobiotic science, organic agriculture and natural therapies. 
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New Board Members 

 

It is with great delight that we announce that, following the recent call for nominations for Board 
membership, two new Board members have been appointed. 
 

Yvette Watt 
 

 
 
Yvette is an artist, academic (University of Tasmania) and a committed animal advocate.  Yvette 
was a founding member of the Australasian Animal Studies Association, and a long term 
committee member and treasurer.  Yvette was also a founding member of Animal Rights 
Advocates in Perth, Western Australia in 1998, and founded Animals Tasmania (formerly Against 
Animal Cruelty Tasmania) in 2003.  A long term member of the Animals Australia executive, she 
was their Vice President for a number of years.  Yvette is currently a member of the Minding 
Animals Australia committee, and has been assisting with the upcoming exhibition for MAC4 in 
an advisory role and in drawing up guidelines for curators and artists. 
 

Yoriko Otomo 
 

 
Yoriko is a Law Lecturer at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, and 
was a Fellow at the Oxford Centre for Global History, University of Oxford from September-
December 2015.  From January-April 2016, she was a Visiting Fellow at the University of New 
South Wales.  She manages a teaching team of seven for Contract Law.  Previously at SOAS, she 
also convened International Environmental Law, International Law and Global Orders (with 
David Kennedy), and taught on the Law and Natural Resources course.  Yoriko is responsible for 
LLM admissions, and was previously Deputy Chair of the Postgraduate Exam Board, responsible 
for exam scrutiny across the LLB and LLM programs, from 2012-2015.  From 2013-2015 she was on 
the Board of Examiners for the University of London International Programmes.  Previously, 
Yoriko was a Law Lecturer at Keele University Law School, and has taught at Birkbeck College 
and convened Environmental Law and lectured in both the LLB and LLM degree programs at 
Melbourne Law School. 
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Notice of Resignations from and 
Call for Nominations to the Minding Animals Board 

 

It is with regret that we have to announce the resignations of Richard Twine and Ruth Hatten from 
the Board of Minding Animals International Incorporated.  The Board would like to thank them 
both for contributing to the growth and development of Minding Animals and recognise their 
ongoing commitment to Minding Animals.  We wish them well in their future endeavours. 
 
The Board now calls for two nominations to the Board.  Candidates are asked to provide a 
statement in support of their nomination.  No seconders are required, although references/names 
of referees are encouraged.  Nominations should be sent to: mindinganimals@gmail.com 
 

NOMINATIONS CLOSE 1 JULY, 2017 
 
We especially welcome nominations for the position of Secretary.  You must have expertise in this 
area and be able to assist the Chair and Executive Director in their tasks, or as may arise.  Expertise 
in taking minutes and interpreting Board deliberations is a requirement. 
 
We would also like nominations from individuals who have an interest in constitutional 
development.  The Articles of Association of the Board now need further development as the 
Board and the organisation develops. 
 
Candidates should be committed to making a difference to and building animal studies as a 
transdiscipline, and to animal protection more generally.  Candidates must also be committed to 
team work, show an aptitude for fundraising, have academic and or activist experience, and be 
willing to be a part of an active Board structure. 
 
Minding Animals celebrates diversity, including gender, age and ethnicity.  Nominations 
reflecting diversity are especially welcome. 
 
[Note that longevity of service is open-ended due to legal and constitutional limitations of the organisation.  Legal 
liability is limited and MAI Inc. has management insurance.  Further, Board members are responsible and accountable in 
all matters pertaining to and for the Board.  Board members can resign at any time or be removed if found to be in 
contravention to the Articles of Association, or acting against the interests of the organisation or the Board.] 

 

 

mailto:mindinganimals@gmail.com
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Reserve your Accommodation in México NOW! 

 

The Fourth International Minding Animals Conference will be at the Royal Pedregal Hotel 
at Periférico Sur 4363, Tlalpan, Jardines de la Montaña, 14210, México City, México from 
17 to 24 January, 2018, inclusive.  Activities will commence at 12 Noon sharp on  
17 January.  For the first time in our history, attendees will be able to stay in the same 
location as the conference.  This will provide you with the best opportunity to mingle and 
discuss matters of shared interest, from breakfast in the morning to drinks in the bar after 
dinner.  Or even lounging by the pool or enjoying the spa!  What a fantastic opportunity to 
be with your fellow animal travellers! 

 

     
 

  
The Royal Pedregal is a splendid facility in a tranquil residential area of southern México 
City in close proximity to the Mexican National University (UNAM).  The massive Perisur 
shopping complex, Olympic venues, World Trade Centre and must-see tourist mecca of 
Coyoacan are easily accessed from the hotel via an array of transport links, especially the 
always inexpensive taxi service.  There are a limited number of additional hotels in the 
vicinity of the Royal Pedregal Hotel that range in price, but strongly recommend you book 
at the Royal Pedregal Hotel.  Special conference rates exclusively available to Minding 
Animals delegates at the Royal Pedregal are unequalled when they are compared to other 
hotels, or even hostels in the city centre. 
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Rooms have been reserved at the Royal Pedregal for Minding Animals delegates, standard 
king sized or twin double rooms.  We have negotiated the most reasonable room rates, 
which includes vegan breakfasts.  Indeed, all conference lunches and refreshments will be 
vegan.  Hotel guests also have free WiFi access. 

The ensuite rooms at the Royal Pedregal are spacious and tastefully furnished ensuring 
that guests enjoy a comfortable and restful stay.  The air conditioned rooms include 
satellite LCD TV, a telephone, mini-bar, tea/coffee making facilities and wired internet 
access.  Each room has keycard entry, blackout drapes curtains, daily housekeeping, 
turndown service, a private bathroom with shower/tub combination, free toiletries, a hair 
dryer, a laptop compatible safe, and ironing board. 

   

The Royal Pedregal Hotel facilities include free WiFi, airport transportation, ATM 
machine, concierge, dry cleaning service, laundry, children’s club, and the always 
necessary lounge bar.  There is a fitness centre and full health spa at the hotel offering a 
variety of beauty and massage treatments, a sauna, steam room and spa tub.  You will 
need this at the end of each conference day! 

   
 

If you would like to have a look at the hotel facilities, please visit the hotel website at: 
http://www.hotelesroyal.com.mx/ 

http://www.hotelesroyal.com.mx/accommodations
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We strongly recommend that you register for the conference and 
reserve your room at the Royal Pedregal Hotel as soon as possible. 

We do not want you to miss out on staying with your fellow delegates 
 

YOU MUST BOOK YOUR OWN ACCOMMODATION AT THE ROYAL 
PEDREGAL SEPARATELY FROM YOUR REGISTRATION 

 
YOU CAN RESERVE YOUR ACCOMMODATION AT THE ROYAL 

PEDREGAL BY EMAILING (COPY TO ALL) TO: 
gjasso@hotelesroyal.com.mx 

rsvaspedregal@hotelesroyal.com.mx 
rsvasroyal@hotelesroyal.com.mx 

 

ALTERNATIVELY: 
By calling 00+52 (55) 54 49 40 00 

Or, if in the USA or Canada, by calling (1) 800 810 2892 
 

AT ALL TIMES, QUOTE PROMOTIONAL CODES: 
REF. Group/Grupo: Minding Animals 

CONFERENCE CODE: VEGANI 
 

DAILY ROOM RATES 

People 
in 
Room 

MXN PESOS Approx. in USD 
as at 10/3/2017 

Approx. in AUD 
as at 10/3/2017 

Approx. in UK£ 
as at 10/3/2017 

Approx. in €  
as at 10/3/2017 

One $ 2,151.12 $110.00 $145.00 £90.00 €103.00 

Two $ 2,570.54 $131.00 $174.00 £108.00 €123.00 

Three $ 3,291.03 $168.00 $222.00 £138.00 €157.00 

 

Remember: you may wish to stay with a friend or fellow delegate and 
greatly reduce your accommodation costs as you can see above!   

  Notes:  
1. Rates will be charged in Mexican Pesos. 
2. Our Promotional Rates are valid for stay from January 12th to 26th, 2018. 
3. Vegan buffet breakfast included. 
4. All reservations need to be guaranteed by a credit card or a transfer for the total amount, 

and fully paid before arriving. 
5. The rooms are not blocked. Occupation is on availability, so, we strongly recommend you 

make your reservations early. 
6. All rates include all taxes and tips (bell boys, housekeeping and waiters). 

 

mailto:gjasso@hotelesroyal.com.mx
mailto:rsvaspedregal@hotelesroyal.com.mx
mailto:rsvasroyal@hotelesroyal.com.mx
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Getting to the Venue/Hotel from the Airport 
 
After arriving at the Aeropuerto Internacional de la Ciudad de México, AICM (Benito Juárez 
International Airport) and clearing immigration and customs, we recommend you take a taxi to 
the Royal Pedregal Hotel.  You should book a taxi inside the airport at one of the dedicated taxi 
stands.  You should advise the assistant where you want to go and pay the fare as quoted.  You 
will then be directed to the correct taxi stand.  The cost should NOT be more than 500 Pesos (about  
25 Euro, $USD 25, £UK20 or $AUD30).  If you do not speak Spanish, bring a piece of paper with 
details of the hotel and show that to the attendant, and then the driver. 
 
México City is relatively easy to get around, but it is MASSIVE.  It may take you a considerable 
amount of time in the taxi to get to the Royal Pedregal Hotel as it is on the other side of the city.  If 
the driver takes you through the city in peak hour, it may take way more than an hour or two. 
 
México City is also extremely crowded.  The public transport system and the roads are incredibly 
busy!  But taxis are very inexpensive and there is also the Metro/Underground and the Metrobus 
(sardine) systems.  Taxis provide a way to make the long distances between metro and bus stops 
much easier. 
 
It makes sense, given Mexico’s size and the time it takes to move around the city, to stay at the 
Royal Pedregal.  We do NOT recommend any other hotel or hostel.  It may take you up to two 
hours to get to the Royal Pedregal if you stay in the main city centre or even nearby popular 
suburbs like Condesa, Roma or Zona Rosa.  Consider staying longer before or after the conference 
to explore México City – a MUST see in itself! 
 

Getting to México City 
 
Several major airlines fly directly into Ciudad de México from Europe, other parts of the Americas, 
and beyond.  They include Aeromexico, British Airways, KLM, Alitalia, Virgin Atlantic, WestJet, 
Air Canada, China Southern, Air France, Avianca, Lufthansa, Air Europa, Iberia and LATAM (as 
well as some US carriers).  Many other airlines have connecting flights into Ciudad de México 
through the Oneworld, Star Alliance and SkyTeam airline alliances.  Check your travel agent for 
details. 
 
México does not require a tourist visa from many countries.  For example, a visa is not required for 
citizens resident in the USA, Australia, Canada, the UK or Germany, for travel of up to 180 days.  
But this may change.  Further, if you fly into México by transiting through the USA you will 
require a US visa, even if just in transit.  We urge you to ask your travel agent for advice, or at least 
check out your requirements at: https://mexico.visahq.com/ 
 
If you are coming from afar, why not consider an extended stay.  Ask your travel agent about 
guided tours and short excursions in México and beyond in Central America and the Caribbean.  
We know of several delegates who will be staying for an extended holiday in the Yucatan and onto 
Belize and Guatemala and Cuba.  And don’t forget to take some days trips to the pyramids of 
Teotihuacan and the Basilica de Guadalupe (both just outside the city), the largest pyramid in the 
Americas at Cholula and the Santa Maria Tonanzintla temple, or a two day trip to the cities of 
Morelia and Pátzcuaro and the yácatas or semi-circular pyramids of Tzintzuntzan.  But most 
importantly, stay on to sample the history and culture of México City itself. 

https://mexico.visahq.com/
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Deadlines 

 CFP and first tier early bird registrations: NOW OPEN 

 Close of CFP/Abstracts: 15 July, 2017 

 Last date for author notification: 31 August, 2017 

 Close of first tier early bird registrations: 30 September, 2017 

 Close of Registrations for Participation in a Panel Session: 30 September, 2017 

 Close of ALL registrations if intending to give a paper: 1 November, 2017 

 Close of Exhibition and Partnership Package: 1 November, 2017 

 Close of second tier early bird registrations: 30 November, 2017 

Conference Language 
 
The official conference language will be English but, like all previous conferences, presentations in 
other languages will be welcome.  Special Spanish and Portuguese sessions will be available, as 
well as other languages if demand allows. 
 
 

Lodge an Abstract for Consideration NOW! 
Please go to: http://mac4.tueventoenweb.com/ 

 

When lodging an abstract, please carefully revise your orthography, style, vocabulary and abstract 
contents.  If the paper is accepted (either as an oral presentation or as a poster), this is the 
information that will be published in the abstracts book that will be made available on the 
Minding Animals website in December.  All successful nominated authors will be listed in the 
abstracts booklet.  Only one author need lodge an abstract, whether they are the lead author or not.  
It will also be the information that the Abstract Committee will consider for the approval. 
 

Co-author names will not be listed in the programme, although they may be presenting at the 
conference in place of, or with the main author.  For all co-authors, delegates are advised to consult 
the Conference Abstracts link on the Minding Animals website. Use of the term et al will be 
provided in the programme where there is more than one author of an abstract. 
 

At the Conference 
 

We stress to all delegates that they should participate in Minding Animals Conferences in a spirit 
of honesty and cooperation, accepting that other delegates may have quite divergent opinions, but 
always with the overall objective of protecting animals, no matter in what form or time frame.  
Nonetheless, we urge critical debate and active engagement with your fellow delegates. 
 

Although a paper can bear more than one author, each paper must be presented by only one of the 
authors listed when the abstract was submitted.   If the author(s) cannot attend the conference, the 
conference organisation or any other person will not be able to present the paper on their behalf.   
 

http://mac4.tueventoenweb.com/
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Only a co-author attending the conference will be able to present a paper instead of the main 
author, since they will be the only participant able to discuss the presented results.  However, 
more than one author can participate in the Q&A session.  Note that all authors that attend the 
conference must register to be a delegate separately. 
 

If accepted for a poster presentation, authors must display their posters during the entire 
conference period (starting from 17 January).  Our program will include a designated time slot 
during which the poster author(s) will be requested to attend their posters and be available to 
discuss their research with other delegates. 
 

Like all previous Minding Animals Conferences, and to accommodate up to 500 concurrent papers 
in the 6 allocated days for presentations, all Plenary and concurrent Invited Talks will be  
one hour: 50 minutes and a 10 minute period for discussion (Q&A). 
 
All accepted concurrent talks will be STRICTLY limited to 20 minutes (15 minutes for presentation 
and possible 5 minutes Q&A).  The Q&A will be AFTER each presentation and NOT at the end of 
the three presentations.  Further, delegates are welcome to move within sessions, therefore 
presenters MUST limit their talk to the time allocated to them; hence the need to stick to a tight 
schedule. 
 
Further, presentation slots may need to be moved by the organisers and may appear in a different 
place different from the Final Programme published on the website (presenters will be notified if a 
change is made).  Authors are asked to consult the schedule located in the Conference Programme 
upon arrival at the Conference for their presentation time. 
 

Exhibition and Partnership Package 
 

We are excited to announce an Exhibitions and Partnerships Package for the Conference.  See 
Bulletin 39 or the Minding Animals website for full details. 
 

Protecting the Animals Seminar Series 
 

As for all previous Minding Animals Conferences, the Protecting the Animals Seminar Series is 
again being offered.  But places are extremely limited.  The Protecting the Animals Seminar Series 
is offered for all nonhuman animal advocacies, government agencies and research institutes to 
present their objectives and outline their activities in a non-confrontational and educational 
environment. 

➢ One full conference registration including receptions and conference dinner 

➢ One item of your promotional material placed in the conference satchel 

➢ Trestle table and chair supplied for display of group information, including access to 
electricity for your laptops and any electrical signage 

➢ Ability to display your own stand-alone signage 

➢ Guaranteed speaking position in the Conference Programme (one 20 minute session in 
parallel session) 
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Register for the Conference, NOW! 
Please go to: http://mac4.tueventoenweb.com/ 

 
 

FULL REGISTRATION - $USD – will be charged in MXN Pesos 

 Early Bird to 30 
September, 2017 

1 October to 30 
November 

1 December onwards 

Developed Nation $500.00 $600.00 $700.00 

Developed Nation – Minding 
Animals Member * 

$450.00 $550.00 $650.00 

Intermediate Nation $400.00 $500.00 $600.00 

Intermediate Nation – Minding 
Animals Member * 

$350.00 $450.00 $550.00 

Developing Nation $300.00 $400.00 $500.00 

Developing Nation – Minding 
Animals Member * 

$250.00 $350.00 $450.00 

 

STUDENT REGISTRATION - $USD – will be charged in MXN Pesos 

 Early Bird to 30 
September, 2017 

1 October to 30 
November 

1 December onwards 

Developed Nation $400.00 $500.00 $600.00 

Developed Nation – Minding 
Animals Member * 

$350.00 $450.00 $550.00 

Intermediate Nation $300.00 $400.00 $500.00 

Intermediate Nation – Minding 
Animals Member * 

$250.00 $350.00 $450.00 

Developing Nation $200.00 $300.00 $400.00 

Developing Nation – Minding 
Animals Member * 

$150.00 $250.00 $350.00 

 

PARTIAL (DAY) REGISTRATIONS – will be charged in MXN Pesos 
Open after 1 November, 2017 

Cost will be $100 per day and irrespective of Full/Student, Member/Non-member or 
Developed/Intermediate/Developing Status 

More than 3 days, you will need to register for the entire conference 
 

 
 

No refunds after 1 December, 2017; 80% only 1 to 30 November; Full Refunds Before. 
All refunds will attract an administration fee of $25USD. 

 
 
 
 

http://mac4.tueventoenweb.com/
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What Do You Get for Your Registration? 

 

Please note that all registration fees include all Mexican Federal and State taxes, access to all 
sessions, conference satchel, the Programme Booklet and Programme at a Glance, all refreshment 
breaks and all lunches (except on 17 and 19 January). 
 

Registrations (excluding the Partial Day Rate) include access to the Welcome Reception, 
Conference Dinner, and the Closing Reception and Cultural Event.  An invoice/receipt will be sent 
to all registrants within 3 days of receipt of payment. 
 

Certificates of Attendance at MAC4 

Certificates of Attendance at Minding Animals 4 will be issued after the conference via email.  
Please note that a certificate will be issued to a contributing author only if they have attended the 
conference. 
 

Minding Animals Conference 4 Panels 
 

Do you want to be on a panel at Minding Animals in México?  Many of the panels are now filled; 
but if you are interested in being on a panel, we ask that you contact mindinganimals@gmail.com 
immediately if you are interested to allow for planning.  Please note that all panelists will need to 
register before 30 September to secure a spot on that panel. 
 

With a couple of exceptions, Study Circles, which have been a popular aspect of all previous 
Minding Animals conferences, will generally be replaced by dedicated Panel Sessions.  
Nonetheless, there will again be an opportunity for delegates at all of the panels to indicate if they 
wish to continue ongoing debate in established or new online Study Circles by leaving their name 
and email contact details. 
 

The structure of the more formal panels will involve a number of speakers who will each present a 
10 minute discussion (about half the allocated time), followed by questions or comments from the 
floor.  No abstract is required for the panel sessions.  Some panels may decide to follow the Study 
Circle format whereby the discussion period revolves around a mediated roundtable with specific 
note taking.  Nonetheless, if you participate, we MUST reiterate that questions or comments within 
the open discussions are to be kept brief and not become presentations. 
 

A number of panels were announced in Bulletin 39 - please see that Bulletin for details at:  
http://www.mindinganimals.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/789/2016/09/Bulletin-39.pdf   
 
The panels include: 
 

The Tom Regan Memorial Panel: His Life and Philosophy 
 

Fighting Animals Panel 
 

The Animal Studies Student Panel: 3 years on 
 
 

mailto:mindinganimals@gmail.com
http://www.mindinganimals.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/789/2016/09/Bulletin-39.pdf
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Animals and Captivity Panel and Theme 
 
We would particularly like to draw your attention to the Animals and Captivity Panel.  This panel 
will comprise and is being organised by Lori Gruen, Dinesh Wadiwel and Fiona Probyn-Rapsey.  
This panel will also be followed by at least nine dedicated places within the concurrent sessions 
programme on this particular theme. 
 
The Animals and Captivity theme will cover a wide range of topics, in addition to the spaces of 
captivity (zoos and aquaria) we are interested in exploring the impacts of captive living for pets, 
farmed animals, lab animals; the role of domestication in captivity; the links between animal 
captivity and human captivity; and the ethical and political challenges that captivity raises more 
broadly.  If you are interested in continuing discussion in the theme and present a paper, then we 
urge you to lodge an abstract through the abstract lodgement process, but also ask that you advise 
Lori Gruen that you have done so.  Lori’s email is: lgruen@wesleyan.edu 
 

Other Panels 
 

The working titles of other panels in development as previously announced are as follows: 

 The Tom Regan Memorial Panel: His Life and Philosophy 
 The Animals Studies Student 
 Animals and the Law 
 Compassionate Conservation 
 Bioethics and Effective Cultural Change 
 Animals in Art (three panels are being organised) 
 Animals and Philosophy 
 Animals and Captivity 
 Animals, Postmodernism and Modernity 
 Animals and Feminism 
 Fighting Animals 
 Animals and Literature 
 Animals and Zoos 
 Continental Philosophy 
 Animals and the LGBTIQ Communities 
 Animals and Higher Education 
 Animals and Food 
 Animals and Disasters 
 Animals and Politics 
 Animals, History and Ethology 

 

Extra Panels Announced 
 

Additional panels have been added to the programme.  They are: 

 Critical Animal Law 
 Animal Welfare Science and the 3Rs 
 Tourism and Animals Exploitation 
 Animals in Film 
 Veterinary Practice 
 Down on the Farm 
 Animals and Climate Change 

mailto:lgruen@wesleyan.edu
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What Else to Look Out For at MAC4 
 

Animal Geographies: 20 year Anniversary 
In discussion with Jennifer Wolch and Jody Emel 

 
In 2018, it will be the 20th anniversary of the release of the ground breaking Animal 
Geographies: Place, Politics and Identity in the Nature-Culture Borderlands (Verso, 1998), edited by 
Jennifer Wolch and Jody Emel.  Minding Animals is excited to announce a discussion with 
these renowned animal geographers at the México Minding Animals Conference.  The session 
will be introduced and moderated by Alice Kovorka. 
 

Critical Animals Studies Seminar 

 
A Critical Animals Studies Seminar was held prior to the second Minding Animals 
Conference in Utrecht, and dedicated sessions offered in New Delhi.  A special CAS 
Seminar is also being arranged for the conference in Ciudad de México.  CAS abstracts will 
also be most welcome in the broader conference programme.  The Seminar will be held at the 
Royal Pedregal Hotel, the MAC4 venue on 17 January, 2018, between 12 noon and 16:00.  Details 
regarding speakers will be provided in a future Bulletin. 

 

Research Networks Forum 
 
In addition to the panel sessions and the Protecting the Animals Seminar Series, time is being 
made available for specific Research Networks to present their findings.  Are you part of a network 
of scholars or part of a research project covering several institutions?  If you and your colleagues 
are interested in presenting your findings, then please send a proposal to: 
mindinganimals@gmail.com  Spaces are very limited, so please be quick. 
 

Documentaries 
 
Documentaries will feature strongly at the conference in Ciudad de México.  If you are a film 
maker and interested in screening your film at the conference, please send an email proposal with 
Curator Documentaries Mexico in the subject line to mindinganimals@gmail.com 
 
We can now announce that the documentaries to be screened at MAC4 include: 

Dogs of Democracy 

Jill Robinson: to the Moon and Back 

Call of the Baby Beluga 

Santa Fiesta 

The Ghosts in Our Machine 

mailto:mindinganimals@gmail.com
mailto:mindinganimals@gmail.com
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Partner Events 

20 June, 2017: Basel, Switzerland 

Empathy, Animals, Film 

An international workshop will be held at the University of Basel, June 20, 2017 with special guest, 
Lori Gruen.  Registration Deadline: April 30, 2017.  The annual conference of the SLSAeu will be 
held in Basel on the topic of Empathies (http://www.empathies2017.com).  In this context, the 
workshop provides a forum to explore concepts of empathy with regard to animals and especially 
animals on film. 

Empathy is a key concept in contemporary studies focussing on animals.  Humans and other 
animals engage with each other by means of empathy.  The understanding thereby ranges from a 
cognitive ability to put oneself into the shoes of the other to more basic forms of immediate 
affective resonance.  In our workshop, we are particularly keen to discuss Lori Gruen’s idea of 
‘Entangled Empathy’.  The aim is to bring together the thinking about entangled empathy and 
cinematic images of animals.  In which ways do films contribute to empathetic engagement, 
respectively might refuse to do so?  In a critique of traditional ethic theory, Gruen emphasizes how 
important the idea of particular animals, cases and contexts is for an alternative model of ethics.  
Accordingly, we would like to explore the transformative power of particular animals that become 
visible on film, as well as possible limits of the filmic medium. 

Participants who wish to discuss their own work are encouraged to submit a short abstract of their 
presentation (1 page).  Be prepared to give a 15 minute presentation.  We invite submissions 
concerning the work of Lori Gruen (for example, discussions of the concept of entangled empathy 
and related topics), and or the topic of animals in visual media.   

Conference language is English. 

The convenors are Markus Wild, Friederike Zenker and Livia Boscardin.  Please send all 
documents electronically to Friederike Zenker.  The deadline for submissions is April 30, 2017.  
Notice of acceptance or rejection will be announced on May 12, 2017.  For questions or further 
information please contact Friederike at: friederike.zenker@unibas.ch 

29 to 30 June, 2017: Liverpool, England 

Centre for Human Animal Studies 2017 Conference, Edgehill University: 

Animals and Social Change 

CfHAS will host a conference on the theme of animals and social change in June 2017.  We invite 
submissions that address these questions: 

 What constitutes effective social change for other animals? 
 How do framings of animal ethics and veganism shape strategies for intervention and 

change? 
 How do the worlds of animal advocacy and academic research on human animal relations 

speak to each other? Could more come from those interactions? 
 What role do visual media, the online vegan community and documentary film-making? 
 How do different communities imagine progressive social change for animals taking place? 

 
 
 

http://www.empathies2017.com/
mailto:friederike.zenker@unibas.ch
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CfHAS is interested in receiving submissions of academic papers (20 minutes), short films (any 
genre) and poster presentations.  This conference will include paper and poster presentations, film 
screenings and a workshop session focused on strategies for social change involving dialogue 
between academics, activists and advocates.  The conference is designed to facilitate time and 
space for discussion.  This conference will be of interest to those working in critical animal studies, 
advocacy, grassroots activism, animal media and the vegan business community.  Please contact 
Richard Twine for details at: richard.twine@edgehill.ac.uk 

1 to 2 July, 2017: Bielefeld, Germany 

4th Annual Conference of Minding Animals Germany 

The fourth conference of Minding Animals Germany (MAG4) will be held at the University of 
Bielefeld in Room C2-136, between 9:00 to 18:00 each day. 

Speakers at MAG4 will include:  
 Sascha Benjamin Fink: ability to suffer from nematodes to humans. Which animals are 

actually nichr leidensfähig and how should we deal with uncertain cases?  
 Wolfgang Leyk: Animal Economy  
 Sebastian Schmidt: Theses on animal ethics - First project ideas  
 Hellmut-Michael Skriver: Minding Animals with and without religion 

 
The organisers of this year’s conference are Tabea Weber and Wilfried Raussert.  For further 
information, please contact Tabea at tabea_sabrina.weber@uni-bielefeld.de 

3 to 5 July, 2017: Adelaide, Australia 

Animal Intersections – Australasian Animals Studies Conference 

This conference is being hosted by the University of Adelaide.  This conference marks the seventh 
time that the group will hold its biannual conference.  The third conference was actually the first 
Minding Animals Conference.  The Keynote speakers are: 

 Professor James Serpell: Humane Ethics & Animal Welfare, University of Pennsylvania 
School of Veterinary Medicine 

 Professor Colin Dayan: Humanities and Law, Vanderbilt University 
 Associate Professor Annie Potts: Cultural Studies and English and co-director of New 

Zealand Centre for Human-Animal Studies (NZCHAS), University of Canterbury 
 Professor Fiona Probyn-Rapsey: Humanities and Social Inquiry, University of Wollongong 
 Professor Rachel Ankeny: History and Philosophy of Science, University of Adelaide 
 Dr Dinesh Wadiwel, Sociology and Social Policy, University of Sydney  

 
Increasingly, Animal Studies turns towards the question of intersections: where, how and why 
human and animal lives intersect.  Intersectionality offers us a way to explore interconnectedness 
to advance our understanding of the complex ways we relate to and interact with other animals 
and each other.  Papers will address the following broad themes: health, wellness, illness, 
pathologies; the social lives of animals and humans; the intersections of species, race, gender, 
ablism and sexualities; industrialism, capitalism, geographies and environments; veg*n studies; 
religion, tradition and secularity; and culture, symbology and representation. 
 
Enquiries should be emailed to aasaintersectinganimals@gmail.com 

mailto:richard.twine@edgehill.ac.uk
mailto:tabea_sabrina.weber@uni-bielefeld.de
mailto:aasaintersectinganimals@gmail.com
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5 to 8 September, 2017: Wageningen, The Netherlands 

7th International Conference on the Assessment of Animal Welfare at Farm 
and Group Level 
 
WAFL is an international scientific conference on the assessment of animal welfare at farm and 
group level. It is organised once every three years, and following the successful meeting in 
Clermont-Ferrand in 2014, it will next be held in Wageningen, The Netherlands.  Please visit the 
website http://www.wafl2017.com/ for details about the programme and instructions about 
registration that has already opened (early bird closes 1 June, 2017).  Please note that scientific 
abstract submissions has closed, but WAFL is still looking for pitches to present innovations which 
improve animal welfare.  Just let the organisers know if you have a good idea! 

3 October, 2017: Morelia, México 

Terra Zoo Polis: Reflexiones y acciones para lacohabitación en la tierra 
devastada 

This free event, conducted in Spanish, is the second Minding Animals Pre-conference event hosted 
by Facultad de Filosofía at the Universidad Michoacana de San Nicolás de Hidalgo, our co-host for 
MAC4 in Ciudad de México.  Register through facebook Minding Animals/Animales en Mente. 

For information, please contact: contact@mindinganimals4. umich.mx 

See poster at the end of the Bulletin for details. 

21 to 23 November, 2017: Milton Keynes, England 

ACI2017: Fourth International Conference on Animal-Computer Interaction 
 

ACI is the main international conference on Animal Computer Interaction (ACI), a rapidly 
growing field that focuses on the interaction between animals and computing enabled technology.  
Animals have been exposed to, and have interacted with, technology for the best part of a century; 
for example, in conservation studies, behavioural experiments, comparative cognition studies, 
precision farming and various support roles.  But how does technology affect animals in their 
individual and social lives?  How does it enable or disable their natural or learned behaviours?  
How does it influence their experience?  And how does is impact upon their welfare? 

At the crossroad between interaction design, on the one hand, and animal behavioural and welfare 
science, on the other, the emerging discipline of ACI focuses on studying and theorising the 
interaction between animals and technology in naturalistic settings, with regards to specific animal 
activities or interspecies relations, developing user centred and informing interdisciplinary user 
centred approaches that can enable animals to participate in the design process as legitimate 
stakeholders and contributors. 

This year, the conference theme is improving relations. While we invite any ACI-related 
contributions from any relevant disciplines, we particularly welcome contributions that focus on 
the improvement of human-animal relations or relations between other animals. 

For further information, please visit: www.aci2017.org or see: #aci2017conf 

 

http://www.wafl2017.com/
mailto:contact@mindinganimals4.umich.mx
http://www.aci2017.org/
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Partner Announcement 
 

COURSES ON ANIMAL WELFARE SCIENCE, 

ETHICS AND LAW, 2017 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CAWSEL will return to St. Catharine’s College, Cambridge, between 10 and 22 September, 2017.  

 

Aimed at veterinarians, veterinary nurses (working in practice or for government or animal 

charities), animal welfare researchers, animal science researchers, FE, HE, Masters or PhD students 

and animal charity workers/campaigners, the four Courses are designed to give all a solid 

background in animal welfare science, ethics and law.  Delegates can choose to attend as many 

Courses as they wish, all being taught and priced individually.  

 

A total of 15 experts in the field of animal welfare, all eminent academics and professionals, are 

involved in delivering the material over the two weeks, through a combination of lectures, videos 

and discussions.  Historically, the course has attracted students from over 25 countries. 

 

Early Bird Fees (valid until April 30
th

) vary from £400 to £980 per Course, and some grants are 

available via the Douglas Houghton Memorial Fund. We take online registrations only for all four 

Courses.  Find out more including fees and available grants on the official website: 

www.cawsel.com  

 

For more information on this course, contact Rose Padmore or Madalina Marincas at Opening 

Doors & Venues, the appointed organisers: 

Tel: +44 (0) 1562 731788 / +44 (0) 7835 972 689 

Email: CAWSEL@opening-doors.org.uk  

 

Useful links: 

 

http://cawsel.com/ 

https://twitter.com/CAWSEL1 

https://www.facebook.com/CAWSEL/ 
 
 
 

http://www.cawsel.com/
mailto:CAWSEL@opening-doors.org.uk
http://cawsel.com/
https://twitter.com/CAWSEL1
https://www.facebook.com/CAWSEL/
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Book Announcements 
 

We would like to announce the publication of an important study on animal welfare by Donald M. 
Broom, Emeritus Professor of Animal Welfare, who was asked by the European Parliament in 
September 2016 to write a Study on Animal Welfare in the European Union.  The subject matter is 
previous EU legislation and policy and recommendations for future action.  The 33,000 word 
document is now available on the internet at:  
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2017/583114/IPOL_STU(2017)583114_
EN.pdf 

Broom, D.M., 2017.  Animal Welfare in the European Union. Brussels: European Parliament Policy 
Department, Citizen’s Rights and Constitutional Affairs, Study for the PETI Committee, pp 75. 
ISBN 978-92-846-0543-9 (paper), ISBN 978-92-846-0542-2 (pdf), doi: 10-2861/891355 (paper, doi: 
10.2861/79436 (pdf). 
 

Book Recommendation 
 

Human Animal Studies: Eine Einführung für Studierende und Lehrende 
Authors: Gabriela Kompatscher, Reingard Spannring and Karin Schachinger 

Publisher: Waxmann Verlag GmbH - UTB 4759 
Publication: 2017 

 

Die erste deutschsprachige Einführung in die Human-Animal Studies (HAS) fungiert für 
Studierende und Lehrende der HAS und für Nachbardisziplinen, die auf das Mensch-Tier-
Verhältnis blicken, als Seminargrundlage.  Die Kapitel sind didaktisch aufbereitet und bieten 
Definitionen, Erklärungen, ein Glossar, Zusatzliteratur, Arbeitsaufgaben, Verständnisfragen und 
weiterführende Fragen, die zur vertieften Auseinandersetzung anregen. 
 

What a great edition to the animal studies library, with this first German-language introduction to 
human animal studies that serves as a basis for seminars for students and teachers of HAS and the 
way human look at the human animal relationship.  The chapters are didactically prepared and 
provide definitions, explanations, a glossary, supplementary literature, work assignments, 
questions of understanding and further questions, which encourage a deepened discussion. 
 

 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2017/583114/IPOL_STU(2017)583114_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2017/583114/IPOL_STU(2017)583114_EN.pdf
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Two books available to download in Spanish are: 
 

Rebelión en la Granja: Biopolítica, Zootecnia y Domesticación 
(Animal Farm: Biopolítica, Animal Husbandry and Domestication) 

Author: Iván Ávila Gaitán 
Publisher: Instituto de Estudios Críticos Animales (IECA 

Publication: 2017 
 
Download available here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1xh8hpqhjeg8pq3/%C3%81vila%20Rebeli%C3%B3n%20en%20la%20Granja.pdf?dl=0 

 
La cuestión animal(ista) 

(The Question of the Animal(ista)) 
Author: Iván Ávila Gaitán 

Publisher: Instituto de Estudios Críticos Animales (IECA 
Publication: 2016 

Download available here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/cwrv4rdek119id6/%C3%81vila%20%28Comp.%29%20La%20cuesti%C3%B3n%20ani
mal.pdf?dl=0 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1xh8hpqhjeg8pq3/%C3%81vila%20Rebeli%C3%B3n%20en%20la%20Granja.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/cwrv4rdek119id6/%C3%81vila%20%28Comp.%29%20La%20cuesti%C3%B3n%20animal.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/cwrv4rdek119id6/%C3%81vila%20%28Comp.%29%20La%20cuesti%C3%B3n%20animal.pdf?dl=0

